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Dear Sir/Madam 
I have read with great interest the press release dated 27/7/16 and this has prompted me to 
send this email a little late though it be. 
I am an 83 year old full time carer for my wife who was diagnosed with viral encephalitis in 
October last year and one of my many chores is to provide her with her medications she 
takes 8 different tablets each morning and a further 6 at night This brings me to the reason 
for this email,my local pharmacy is having trouble in supplying  these medications and 
whilst the tablet name remains the same the pharmaceutical companies through their 
different packaging and tablet colour make the identification extremely difficult. 
On speaking with our pharmacist i am finding many excuses as to why I cant get any 
continuity in supply of these medications,their main problem seems to be with companies 
such as Sandos,Apotex,Aspen etc.who can not get together and come up with a national 
code (colour) that would make it easier for identification,also their supply is very random 
certainly at the pharmacy coal face. 
in the interim I am fearful of making a mistake in administering to my wife,although I take 
great care in doing so. 
In a letter to the Minister I have enclosed a photo of the three latest packages of the one 
tablet issued from my pharmacist,the Sandos tablet was blue the other two were white 
adding to the confusion. 
i do not know the parameters of your pharmacy review however i believe that this matter 
should be included in your discussions as I heard this morning on Melbourne radio hundreds 
of thousands of mistakes are made each year in the dispensing of medications. 
I hope that pharmaceutical outlets can be made to standardise their practices to the safety 
of all of us. 
Gerald Gaffney 

 
 




